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1 Introduction

Traditional audit research implicitly treats the audit as an experience good, assuming

that the client cannot observe the quality of the audit ex ante but can determine its quality

ex post (DeAngelo 1981, Klein and Le er 1981). This approach presumes that prospective

clients can assess their auditing needs, balance alternative forms of control, and ultimately

determine whether their auditing needs have been met (Simunic 1980). In this setting,

auditors use their professional judgment to tailor an audit to speci�c client needs, determine

the e¤ort necessary to achieve the desired assurance level, and modify the scope of the audit

as necessary (O�Keefe et al. 1994, Kanodia and Mukherhi 1994). Under these circumstances,

competition among potential auditors can readily limit auditor rents while ensuring the

e¢ cient supply of auditing services.

It is not apparent, though, that these circumstances prevail in practice. The outcome

of an audit is generally held to be unobservable, even on an ex post basis, in the vast

majority of audits (Barton 2005, Francis 2004). Further, clients generally are uncertain

about their auditing needs, and must rely upon the auditor to diagnose and explain these

needs.1 Consequently, auditing may be viewed as a credence good, i.e., a good for which: (i)

the supplier knows more about the customer�s needs than does the customer; and (ii) the

customer cannot discern the quality of the good even after purchasing and consuming the

good.2

The purpose of this research is to determine how the credence features of auditing a¤ect

1Many authors (e.g., Francis 2004, Barton 2005) note that audit quality (assurance) typically is not observ-
able, except in the rare event of an audit failure.
2A credence good typically is de�ned to be a good for which �an expert knows more about the quality
a consumer needs than the consumer himself� (Dulleck and Kerschbamer 2006, p. 5). For expositional
simplicity, we add to this de�nition of a credence good the property that the customer cannot discern the
quality of the good even after purchasing and consuming the good. Our analysis investigates the role played
by each of these elements of a credence good.

Automobile repair is a leading example of a credence good. The typical driver is not an expert on the
internal workings of her vehicle. When a driver takes her automobile to a repair shop, she usually relies
on the mechanic to diagnose and �x the problem. When the driver leaves the shop with the �repaired�
vehicle, she often knows only what the mechanic said he did to the automobile, which may di¤er from what
he actually did.
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its procurement. We analyze a simple model in which a client procures an audit from one of

two potential auditors. The client does not know her auditing needs ex ante. Furthermore,

she cannot assess ex post the level of assurance that she has received. The client must rely

upon the selected auditor to assess, report, and then ful�ll her auditing needs.

Despite the presence of ex ante competition among potential auditors in our model, the

credence nature of auditing endows the selected auditor with considerable power over the

client. The selected auditor may use this power to charge a high price for his services, perhaps

by exaggerating the client�s true needs. Because the client cannot observe the assurance that

she receives, the selected auditor also may �under-audit,� i.e., deliver less auditing service

than the client truly needs.3

We �nd that even intense competition among potential auditors may be insu¢ cient to

preclude under-auditing without regulatory or other interventions in the market. Intense

competition also does not preclude considerable rent for the selected auditor. These limi-

tations of competitive procurement of auditing services are shown to stem from the client�s

inability to observe the level of assurance that she has received. In contrast, the client�s

limited knowledge of her auditing needs is not constraining if she can observe the realized

level of assurance. By pricing auditing services at cost, auditors can be induced to ful�ll the

client�s needs exactly if the client can observe the assurance that she has received.

Our �ndings suggest that under-auditing is a direct consequence of the credence nature

of auditing. This conclusion runs counter to the view that under-auditing is due primarily to

the joint provision of audit and non-audit services (SEC 2000, Levitt 2000) or to the under-

pricing of initial engagements in order to pro�t on subsequent engagements (AICPA 1978,

3Under-auditing has been of central concern to regulators for decades, in part because �nancial markets
rely heavily on audited �nancial statements (Levitt 2000). Institutional mechanisms that can limit under-
auditing, include: (i) litigation (e.g., Simunic 1980, Dye 1993, Carcello and Palmrose 1994, Willenborg 1999,
Khurana and Raman 2004); (ii) regulations and standards, including the Generally Accepted Auditing
Standards (GAAS), the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct, and the Quality Control Standards; and
(iii) ex post examination of auditors�work through peer reviews and inspections by the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) (e.g., Knechel et al. 2007). However, exactly what constitutes
an under-audit can be di¢ cult to identify and enforce in practice. Consequently, prevailing enforcement
mechanisms are imperfect (Defond and Francis 2005).
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SEC 1977).4 Under-auditing arises in our model even though we intentionally abstract from

the joint provision of audit and non-audit services and from repeated interaction between

the client and the auditor.5 Thus, our �ndings suggest that actions that render the realized

levels of assurance more apparent may help to limit under-auditing. These actions include,

for example, PCAOB inspection of auditing �rms.

We �nd that in choosing among potential auditors, the client may a¤ord a preference to

an auditor whose under-auditing is more likely to be detected or to an auditor that stands

to incur particularly large �nancial losses if its under-auditing is detected.6 Such auditors

are less likely to engage in under-auditing even though their under-auditing may never be

detected. This �nding supports the observation that large auditing �rms with many clients

may be better able to attract new clients than small �rms since the former may be less likely

to jeopardize their highly pro�table operation by under-supplying auditing service to a new

(or existing) client (DeAngelo 1981b).7

Other studies (e.g., Kanodia and Mukherji 1994, Causholli and Knechel 2009) note the

credence nature of auditing. However, most of these studies do not provide detailed formal

analyses of the implications of this observation. Levine (2009) provides a complementary

formal analysis of this issue, focusing on conditions where an auditor may provide more
4Such �lowballing�need not undermine auditor independence (e.g., DeAngelo 1981a, Magee and Tseng 1990,
Dye 1991).
5We also abstract from non-salvageable investments in brand names and advertising that an auditor might
make in order to signal that he will supply a high-quality audit, and thereby secure repeat business from
clients (Klein and Le er 1981, Watts and Zimmerman 1986). Although an auditor may rationally develop
and maintain a favorable reputation in a market where delivered quality is ultimately observable, reputation
formation and protection can be more di¢ cult when delivered quality is not observable (e.g., Taylor 1995,
Dulleck et al. 2009).
6In a setting where an audit �rm decides whether to accept a new client by exerting unobservable evaluative
e¤ort, Laux and Newman (2010) demonstrate that acceptance of a new, risky client is more likely when
legal liability is modest.
7Although our model does not explicitly consider repeated interaction between the client and her auditor, the
two potential auditors in our model can be viewed as an incumbent auditor and a new auditor. Therefore,
our analysis of the client�s choice of an auditor might be viewed as an investigation of a client�s decision to
switch auditors. Our �nding that the client may switch to a new auditor who has more to lose from under-
auditing than does the incumbent auditor complements other explanations for auditor switching that have
been suggested in the literature. For instance, a client may switch auditors when the incumbent auditor
makes an error (Dye 1991, Teoh 1992). Alternatively, a switch may occur when an incumbent auditor has
superior knowledge of the high cost of serving the client�s needs (Kanodia and Mukherji 1994).
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extensive auditing than the client truly requires.

We develop and explain our �ndings as follows. Section 2 describes the key elements

of our simple model. Section 3 analyzes the behavior of the selected auditor. Section 4

describes the outcomes in three benchmark settings. Section 5 presents our main �ndings.

Section 6 concludes, discusses extensions of our model, and suggests directions for future

research.

2 Description of the Model

We consider the interaction between three risk-neutral actors: a client and two potential

auditors. For expositional ease, we will refer to the auditors as the incumbent auditor

(auditor I) and the new auditor (auditor N). However, the client need not have worked with

either of the auditors prior to the accounting engagement under consideration. The client

ultimately selects one of the two potential auditors to perform an audit for her.

For simplicity, the client is presumed to need either a routine audit or a (more) complex

audit. The client is said to be of type t1 when she requires a routine audit, and to be of type

t2 when she requires a complex audit. A routine audit requires A�1 units of audit service (e.g.,

hours of auditor e¤ort). A complex audit requires A�2 units of audit service, where A
�
2 > A

�
1.

The client�s type (i.e., her auditing need) is initially unknown to all three parties. We

will denote by �i 2 (0; 1) the parties�common ex ante assessment of the probability that

the client is of type ti.8 The auditor chosen by the client to perform the audit ultimately

learns the client�s type after studying the client�s needs. We will denote by Dj � 0 the

(�discovery�) cost that auditor j 2 fI;Ng must incur in order to determine the client�s type.

We assume that DI � DN to account for the possibility that the incumbent auditor may be

able to discover the client�s type at lower cost than the new auditor. We also assume that

discovery costs are su¢ ciently large that it is unpro�table for the client to switch auditors
8The assumption that the client and the two potential auditors initially have the same beliefs about the
client�s auditing needs is adopted for analytic tractability. The assumption provides a reasonable caricature
of many settings of interest, including those in which: (i) the client is a newly incorporated enterprise; and
(ii) the client is an established entity whose circumstances have changed, and so the client is considering
which of two new auditors can best satisfy her changed needs.
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after receiving an unfavorable report from the auditor that is selected initially. Re�ecting

practical realities, we further assume the client cannot engage both auditors simultaneously.

Thus, the client cannot use the threat of a �second opinion�(e.g., Pesendorfer and Wolinksy

2003) to discipline the selected auditor. An auditor must discover the client�s type before

providing an audit.

For expositional simplicity, we assume that both auditors incur the same unit cost (c)

of delivering audit services.9 Therefore, after discovering the client�s auditing needs, the

selected auditor incurs cost cA�1 if he delivers a routine audit and cost cA
�
2 if he delivers a

complex audit.10

When deciding which auditor to hire, the client considers the fees that the auditors

quote. Each auditor (j 2 fI;Ng) announces: (1) the fee (F j1 ) that he will charge if he

is selected to perform the audit and ultimately reports to have delivered a routine audit;

and (2) the corresponding fee (F j2 ) when he ultimately reports to have delivered a complex

audit. Although auditors are not permitted to charge contingent fees, this fee structure can

be viewed as arising in a setting where auditors initially have inadequate information to

formulate a bid that fully re�ects the client�s actual circumstances. Consequently, the �nal

fee will re�ect the future determination of the client�s needs. The �nal fee would depend on

the auditor�s in-depth review of the riskiness of the client, the quality of the client�s internal

controls, and the complexity of the �nancial reporting issues encountered. Thus, a client of

type t2 would be a high risk, poorly controlled client with contentious accounting issues.

Fees are linked to reported audit levels rather than to actual audit levels because, given

the credence nature of the auditing service, the client cannot determine even after the fact

whether she has received a routine or a complex audit. The client also never observes her

true auditing need (i.e., her type) directly, even after the selected auditor discovers this need.

9This simplifying assumption facilitates a streamlined exposition of our main conclusions and a focus on
other cost di¤erences that are more likely to be relevant in practice. Our �ndings change in obvious ways
when one auditor has a lower unit cost of delivering audit service than the other auditor.
10The presumed constant unit cost of delivering audit service abstracts from capacity constraints, as analyzed
in Emons (1997).
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The selected auditor is said to �under-audit�if he performs a routine audit (i.e., delivers

A�1 units of auditing service) when the client actually needs a complex audit (so her type is

t2). Under-auditing can impose losses on both the client and the auditor. LC will denote the

client�s expected loss when the auditor that she hires engages in under-auditing. This loss

might re�ect an increase in the �rm�s cost of capital or, in a more extreme setting, judgments

against the client in lawsuits �led by disgruntled investors.11 The client�s expected loss from

an under-audit exceeds the incremental cost of delivering a complex audit rather than a

routine audit, i.e., LC > c[A�2 � A�1]. Therefore, the combined welfare of the client and the

selected auditor is highest when the auditor provides a complex audit to a client of type

t2. In this sense, A�i is the e¢ cient level of auditing service when the client�s type is ti, for

i = 1; 2.

Lj will denote the expected loss that selected auditor j su¤ers when he engages in under-

auditing. These losses could arise from many sources, including damages to the auditor�s

reputation (e.g., a loss of future business prospects), regulatory penalties (e.g., levied as a

result of an inspection by the PCAOB), and/or losses from litigation related to misstated

�nancial statements. If the combined magnitude of all potential losses is L and if these

losses are incurred with probability p, then auditor j�s expected loss from under-auditing

(Lj) would be pL.12

When she decides which auditor to hire, the client also considers the initial costs that

she will incur in working with the selected auditor. Sj will denote the initial set-up cost the

client incurs if she chooses auditor j 2 fI;Ng. Set-up costs include the costs of collecting,

organizing, and explaining all relevant documents. Set-up costs also can include the costs of

developing e¢ cient working relations with the selected auditor. We assume that SI � SN

11This loss is best viewed as the client�s expected net loss after pursuing all appropriate legal avenues to
recover relevant damages from the auditor that engaged in under-auditing.

12Only the expected losses from under-auditing are relevant in our model because all parties are risk-neutral.
Notice that Lj can encompass expected losses that arise when the client detects and exposes under-auditing.
Thus, although we focus on the setting where the client never detects under-auditing for expositional
simplicity, our formal analysis admits the possibility of stochastic discovery of under-auditing by the
client.
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to allow for the possibility that the client might incur larger set-up costs if she secures audit

services from auditor N rather than from auditor I. These increased costs might re�ect, for

instance, adjustment costs of working for the �rst time with an unfamiliar audit �rm.

We also assume the bene�t the client derives from an audit exceeds the sum of all relevant

costs of the audit. Formally, let �C denote the client�s minimum expected operating pro�t

(excluding audit fees, switching costs, and losses from under-auditing) when she receives an

audit, and let �C denote her corresponding expected operating pro�t if she does not receive

an audit.13 We assume:

�C � �C > SN +DN + c [�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2] + �2[L

C +maxfLI ; LNg]. (1)

The term that precedes the inequality in expression (1) is client�s bene�t from an audit

(�C � �C). The term to the right of the inequality in expression (1) is the sum of: (i) the

highest possible set-up and discovery costs (SN + DN); (ii) expected incremental auditing

costs (c [�1A
�
1+�2A

�
2]); and (iii) the maximum expected losses from under-auditing (�2[L

C+

maxfLI ; LNg]). The lattermost losses, which can arise when the client�s type is t2 (which is

the case with probability �2), include the client�s expected loss (L
C) and the expected loss

of the selected auditor (Lj 2 fLI ; LNg).

The timing in the model is as follows. First, the two potential auditors submit their

proposed fees to the client simultaneously and independently. Second, the client selects a

�rm to perform the audit, and incurs any associated set-up cost. Third, the selected auditor

learns the client�s type by incurring the preliminary diagnosis cost. Fourth, the selected

auditor reports the client�s type and performs the audit service. Fifth, the client pays the

relevant fee. Finally, if under-auditing has occurred, any associated losses are incurred.

3 The Behavior of the Selected Auditor

Before proceeding to analyze the client�s choice between the two potential auditors, it

is helpful to analyze the behavior of an auditor after he is selected to discover and address

13�C may be zero or less, re�ecting the fact that the client may not be permitted to operate without an
audit.
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the client�s auditing needs. This behavior, which re�ects the credence nature of the auditing

service, is reported in Observations 1 �3.

Observation 1. Suppose t = t1. Then the selected auditor will always deliver A�1 and charge

the higher of the two fees that he quoted initially.

Proof. When the client�s type is t1, an auditor�s full expected cost of delivering a given level

of auditing service (i.e., the sum of his discovery cost, his cost of delivering the service, and

the associated expected loss from under-auditing) depends only on the auditor�s cost (c).

This is the case because the auditor incurs no penalties if he delivers at least the appropriate

level of auditing service, A�1. Because the auditor�s full expected cost does not vary with the

fee the auditor charges, the auditor�s expected pro�t for any level of service ( bA 2 fA�1; A�2g)
is strictly increasing in the fee that he charges. Therefore, the selected auditor will always

charge the higher of the two quoted fees. Furthermore, since cA�1 < cA
�
2, the selected auditor�s

expected pro�t is strictly higher when he delivers A�1 than when he delivers A
�
2. �

Observation 2. If he delivers A�2 when t = t2, then the selected auditor will always charge

the higher of the two fees that he quoted initially.

Proof. When t = t2, auditor j�s full expected cost of delivering A�2 is D
j + cA�2, which is

independent of the fee that he charges. Therefore, if he decides to deliver A�2 after being

selected by the client, the auditor will maximize his pro�t by charging the higher of the two

fees that he quoted initially. �

Observation 3. Suppose the selected auditor (j) has proposed fees F j1 for a routine audit

and F j2 for a complex audit, and let F
j = maxfF j1 ; F

j
2g. Then when t = t2, the selected

auditor will:

(i) deliver A�2 and charge F
j when Lj � c[A�2 � A�1]; and

(ii) deliver A�1 and charge F
j when Lj < c[A�2 � A�1].

Proof. From Observation 2, auditor j will always charge F j if he delivers A�2 after being

selected by the client. His corresponding pro�t will be F j � cA�2. Following the analysis
8



presented in the proof of Observation 2, it is readily shown that the auditor will always

charge F j when he delivers A�1. His pro�t will be F
j � cA�1 � Lj. The auditor will deliver

A�2 if F
j � cA�2 � F j � cA�1 � Lj.14 Otherwise, the auditor will deliver A�1. �

Observations 1 �3 provide three main qualitative conclusions. First, because the client

cannot determine how much auditing service is actually delivered, the selected auditor will

always charge the highest fee that he has quoted. Second, the selected auditor will under-

audit if the expected penalty from doing so is small relative to the associated cost saving.

Third, the auditor will not under-audit if the cost saving from doing so is small relative to

the corresponding expected penalty. The client rationally anticipates this behavior when she

decides which auditor to hire.

4 Benchmark Settings

Before analyzing the client�s choice of an auditor, it is instructive to consider three hy-

pothetical benchmark settings in which auditing lacks some of the distinguishing features

of a credence good. Lemma 1 considers the extreme setting in which the client learns her

exact auditing needs and can observe the level of auditing service that she receives. Thus,

auditing is much like any standard commodity in this initial hypothetical setting. Lemma

2 considers a setting where the client never learns her auditing needs, but can observe how

much auditing service she receives. Lemma 3 considers the setting where the client learns

her exact auditing needs, but cannot assess whether her needs have been satis�ed because

she cannot observe the level of auditing service that she receives.

The formal statements of Lemmas 1 - 3 refer to: (i) �D � DN �DI � 0, which repre-

sents the extent to which the new auditor�s cost of discovering the client�s type exceeds the

corresponding cost of the incumbent auditor; (ii) �S � SN �SI , which represents the di¤er-

ence between the set-up cost that the client incurs when she hires the new auditor and the

corresponding cost when she hires the incumbent auditor; and (iii) ", which is the (strictly
14For expositional ease, we assume that when he is indi¤erent between delivering A�1 and A

�
2, the selected

auditor delivers the e¢ cient level of auditing service.
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positive but arbitrarily small) minimum reduction in the new auditor�s expected fee that is

required to induce the client to hire the new auditor when the client is otherwise indi¤erent

between hiring the incumbent auditor and the new auditor. For expositional simplicity, we

assume the client chooses the incumbent auditor when she is exactly indi¤erent between

hiring the incumbent and the new auditor.

Lemma 1. Suppose the level of auditing service (A) that is delivered and the auditor�s

�nding of the client�s type (t) are observable and contractible. Then the client will hire the

incumbent auditor, who will always deliver the e¢ cient audit service (A�i when t = ti for

i = 1; 2) in return for expected fee DN + c[�1A
�
1+�2A

�
2]+�

S. This fee is the sum of the new

auditor�s expected cost of delivering the e¢ cient auditing service and the incumbent�s set-up

cost advantage (�S). The incumbent auditor will secure expected pro�t �D +�S.

Proof. Competition between the two auditors ensures that the equilibrium contract is the

one that maximizes the client�s expected pro�t while generating non-negative expected pro�t

for the less-e¢ cient auditor (the new auditor). This contract will deliver A�i when t = ti for

i = 1; 2 because this production pattern maximizes the joint surplus of the client and the

selected auditor for each realization of ti. Note in particular that when t = t2:

�C � cA�2 �Dj > �C � LC � cA�1 �Dj � Lj for j = I; N . (2)

The inequality in (2) holds because LC > c[A�2 � A�1].

In an attempt to secure the client�s patronage, the new auditor will reduce his expected fee

to the point where his expected pro�t is eliminated, i.e., �1F
N
1 +�2F

N
2 =D

N+c[�1A
�
i+�2A

�
2].

Because the client avoids the incremental set-up cost �S if she hires the incumbent auditor

rather than the new auditor, the incumbent auditor can secure the client�s patronage even

when he quotes an expected fee that exceeds by �S the expected fee quoted by the new

auditor. �
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Lemma 2. Suppose the level of auditing service (A) is observable and contractible, but the

client cannot observe the auditor�s �nding regarding the client�s type (t). Then the client

will hire the incumbent auditor, who will always deliver the e¢ cient audit service (A�i when

t = ti for i = 1; 2) in return for expected fee DN + c [�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2] + �

S. The incumbent

auditor will secure expected pro�t �D +�S.

Proof. If the auditors can credibly promise to deliver A�i when t = ti for i = 1; 2, then

competition between the two auditors will ensure that this audit supply is delivered for the

reasons explained in the proof of Lemma 1. Competition will also ensure that the terms of

the equilibrium contract generate exactly zero expected pro�t for the less-e¢ cient auditor

(the new auditor). Thus, the incumbent�s expected fee will be DN + c [�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2] + �

S.

It remains to demonstrate that the auditors can credibly commit to deliver A�i when

t = ti for i = 1; 2. This will be the case for the incumbent auditor (I) if, for example,

Fi = D
N + cA�i + �

S.15 To see why, �rst suppose t = t1. Then F1 � cA�1 = DN + �S =

F2�cA�2, so I�s (non-negative) pro�t is the same whether he delivers A�1 or A�2. Now suppose

t = t2. Then F2� cA�2 = DN +�S = F1� cA�1 � F1� cA�1�LI , so I�s (non-negative) pro�t

is higher when he delivers A�2 than when he delivers A
�
1. The corresponding analysis for the

new auditor is analogous. �

Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that the client�s inability to observe the auditor�s assessment of

her type is not constraining when the level of auditing service that is delivered is contractible.

When the (contractible) auditing service is priced to re�ect its incremental cost of supply,

auditors anticipate no �nancial gain from supplying excessive or insu¢ cient levels of auditing.

Consequently, the auditors can credibly promise not to exaggerate the client�s auditing needs.

As a result, competition among potential suppliers of contractible auditing service can ensure

that the client always receives the e¢ cient level of auditing service. Furthermore, when the

incumbent supplier�s inherent advantages over the new auditor are limited (i.e., when �D

15It is readily veri�ed that auditor j will deliver A�i when t = ti for i = 1; 2 as long as F j1 � cA�1 � Lj �
F j2 � cA�2 � F

j
1 � cA�1.
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and �S are close to zero), competition between the auditors will largely eliminate their rent.

Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that the key contracting friction imposed by the credence nature

of auditing is the client�s inability to observe the level of auditing service that the selected

auditor delivers. Observation 3 analyzes the extent to which the client�s inability to observe

the delivered level of auditing service is constraining.16

Lemma 3. Suppose the auditor�s �nding of the client�s type (t) is observable and con-

tractible, but the client cannot observe the level of auditing service (A) that the selected

auditor delivers. Then:

(i) If minfLI ; LNg � c [A�2�A�1], the client will hire the incumbent auditor, pay expected

fee DN + c[�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2] + �

S, and receive (the e¢ cient) audit service A�i when t = ti for

i = 1; 2. The incumbent supplier�s expected pro�t will be �D +�S.

(ii) If maxfLI ; LNg < c [A�2 �A�1] and �2
�
LI � LN

�
� �D +�S, the client will hire the

incumbent auditor, pay expected fee DN + cA�1+�2L
N +�S, and always receive audit service

A�1. The incumbent supplier�s expected pro�t will be �
D +�S � �2

�
LI � LN

�
� 0.

(iii) If maxfLI ; LNg < c [A�2�A�1] and �2
�
LI � LN

�
> �D+�S, the client will hire the

new auditor, pay expected fee DI + cA�1 + �2L
I � �S � ", and always receive audit service

A�1. The new auditor�s expected pro�t will be �2
�
LI � LN

�
��D ��S � " > 0.

(iv) If LI � c [A�2�A�1] and LN < c [A�2�A�1], the client will hire the incumbent auditor,

pay expected fee DN + cA�1+�2L
N +�S+�2L

C, and receive audit service A�i when t = ti for

i = 1; 2. The incumbent supplier�s expected pro�t will be �D +�S + �2[L
C � (c [A�2 � A�1]�

LN)] > �D +�S.

(v) If LI < c [A�2�A�1], LN � c [A�2�A�1], and �2
�
LC + LI

�
��D��S > c�2[A

�
2�A�1],

the client will hire the new auditor, pay expected fee DI + cA�1 + �2L
I + �2L

C ��S � ", and

receive audit service A�i when t = ti for i = 1; 2. The new auditor�s expected pro�t will be

�2[L
C + LI � c (A�2 � A�1)]��D ��S � ".

(vi) If LI < c [A�2�A�1], LN � c [A�2�A�1], and �2
�
LC + LI

�
��D��S � c �2[A�2�A�1],

16The proof of Lemma 3 and the proofs of all subsequent formal conclusions are presented in the Appendix.
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the client will hire the incumbent auditor, pay expected fee DN+c [�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2]+�

S��2LC,

and always receive audit service A�1. The incumbent supplier�s expected pro�t will be �
D +

�S + �2[c (A
�
2 � A�1)� LC � LI ].

Lemma 3 reveals that the client�s inability to observe the amount of auditing service

that she receives is constraining unless potential penalties for under-auditing are su¢ ciently

severe to deter under-auditing. In particular, competition cannot always be relied upon to

secure the ideal outcome for the client. To illustrate, when neither auditor is deterred by the

potential penalties from under-auditing, the client only receives a routine audit even when a

complex audit would be e¢ cient. The client pays a reduced fee for the more limited auditing

service. However, she is worse o¤ because she incurs loss LC from the under-audit.

Conclusion (iv) in the Lemma reports that if expected losses deter the incumbent auditor,

but not the new auditor, from under-auditing (so LI > LN), then the client will always hire

the incumbent auditor. This conclusion is consistent with the observation that clients often

are more likely to hire audit �rms that have more to lose from failing to serve the client�s

best interests (DeAngelo 1981b).

Conclusion (vi) in Lemma 3 reveals that even when the new auditor has more to lose

from under-auditing, the client may still hire the incumbent auditor if his discovery and

set-up cost advantage are su¢ ciently pronounced and if the client�s loss from under-auditing

is su¢ ciently limited. In contrast, as conclusion (v) reports, the client will hire the new

auditor when he has more to lose from under-auditing than the incumbent if the incumbent�s

discovery and set-up cost advantages are limited and if the client�s loss from under-auditing

is pronounced.17

Conclusions (ii) - (vi) in Lemma 3 indicate that meaningful di¤erences in the auditors�

penalty structures can alter the identity of the selected auditor and the pro�t that he secures.

17The under-auditing that arises in the settings of conclusions (ii), (iii), and (vi) reduces the combined
surplus of the client and the auditor. This surplus is �C � Sj � c[�1A�1 + �2A�2] �Dj when the e¢ cient
level of auditing service is always delivered. This surplus is �C � Sj � cA�1 � �2[Lj + LC ]�Dj when A�1
is always delivered. The former surplus exceeds the latter surplus since LC > c[A�2 �A�1].
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To illustrate, consider the setting of conclusion (iv), in which only the new auditor will

under-audit. In this setting, the incumbent auditor will earn pro�t that exceeds the sum of

his discovery and set-up cost advantages (since �D + �S + �2[L
C � (c [A�2 � A�1] � LN)] >

�D +�S). The additional pro�t re�ects in part the higher fee that the incumbent auditor

can charge because he o¤ers a more valuable service to the client �a service that precludes

under-auditing.

On balance, Lemmas 1 - 3 suggest that the key problem that arises from the credence

nature of auditing is the client�s inability to determine the level of auditing service that

she receives. Even when the client ultimately learns her exact auditing needs, competition

cannot always be relied upon to control the selected auditor e¤ectively when the delivered

level of auditing is not observable.

5 Main Findings

We now examine equilibrium outcomes in the setting of primary interest, where auditing

is a credence good, so the client is unable to assess her auditing needs and cannot observe

the level of auditing service that she receives. The key outcomes are identi�ed in Proposition

1.

Proposition 1. Suppose the client cannot observe either her type (t) or the level of auditing

service (A) that the selected auditor delivers. Then:

(i) If minfLI ; LNg � c [A�2 � A�1], the client will hire the incumbent auditor, pay fee

DN + c[�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2] + �

S, and receive (the e¢ cient) audit service A�i when t = ti for

i = 1; 2. The incumbent supplier�s expected pro�t will be �D +�S.

(ii) If maxfLI ; LNg < c [A�2 �A�1] and �2
�
LI � LN

�
� �D +�S, the client will hire the

incumbent auditor, pay fee DN + cA�1+�2L
N +�S, and always receive audit service A�1. The

incumbent supplier�s expected pro�t will be �D +�S � �2
�
LI � LN

�
> 0.

(iii) If maxfLI ; LNg < c [A�2�A�1] and �2
�
LI � LN

�
> �D+�S, the client will hire the

new auditor, pay fee DI + cA�1 + �2L
I � �S � ", and always receive audit service A�1. The

14



new auditor�s expected pro�t will be �2
�
LI � LN

�
��D ��S � " > 0.

(iv) If LI � c [A�2�A�1] and LN < c [A�2�A�1], the client will hire the incumbent auditor,

pay fee DN + cA�1+�2L
N +�S +�2L

C, and receive audit service A�i when t = ti for i = 1; 2.

The incumbent supplier�s expected pro�t will be �D + �S + �2[L
C � (c [A�2 � A�1] � LN)] >

�D +�S.

(v) If LI < c [A�2�A�1], LN � c [A�2�A�1], and �2
�
LC + LI

�
��D��S > c�2[A

�
2�A�1],

the client will hire the new auditor, pay fee DI + cA�1 + �2L
I + �2L

C ��S � ", and receive

audit service A�i when t = ti for i = 1; 2. The new auditor�s expected pro�t will be �2[L
C +

LI � c (A�2 � A�1)]��D ��S � " > 0.

(vi) If LI < c [A�2�A�1], LN � c [A�2�A�1], and �2
�
LC + LI

�
��D��S � c �2[A�2�A�1],

the client will hire the incumbent auditor, pay fee DN + c [�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2] + �

S � �2LC, and

always receive audit service A�1. The incumbent supplier�s expected pro�t will be �
D +�S +

�2[c (A
�
2 � A�1)� LC � LI ] > 0.

Conclusions (i), (iv), and (v) in Proposition 1 pertain to settings in which the selected

auditor delivers the audit that is e¢ cient for the client�s needs. The other conclusions

pertain to settings in which under-auditing arises. Conclusion (i) indicates that when the

expected losses from under-auditing are su¢ ciently large for both potential auditors, no

under-auditing will arise. In this case, the client hires the incumbent auditor for a fee that

exceeds his expected costs by the sum of his advantages in discovery and switching costs

(i.e., by �D +�S).

Conclusions (ii) and (iii) pertain to settings in which the expected losses from under-

auditing are su¢ ciently small for both potential auditors that the selected auditor will always

under-audit. In this case, the client will again hire the incumbent auditor if his discovery

and switching cost advantages are su¢ ciently pronounced. However, if these advantages are

limited and if the incumbent�s expected losses from under-auditing are substantially greater

than the corresponding expected losses for the new auditor, then the new-auditor will be

able to under-bid the incumbent auditor. Intuitively, the least-cost auditor always secures

15



the client�s business. In calculating an auditor�s cost, though, one must account for both his

actual costs of conducting an audit and his expected losses from under-auditing.

Conclusion (iv) considers the setting where only the incumbent auditor will refrain from

under-auditing, and so is always selected by the client. Because the incumbent auditor

provides a �better�service than the new auditor in this setting (i.e., a service free of under-

auditing), the incumbent auditor earns more pro�t than he does when neither auditor will

engage in under-auditing (i.e., the incumbent auditor�s pro�t exceeds �D+�S). Conclusion

(v), which is discussed further below, considers the setting where only the new auditor

will refrain from under-auditing, and so is able to secure the client�s business, despite his

higher discovery and set-up costs. In the setting of conclusion (vi), the incumbent auditor�s

discovery and set-up cost advantage is su¢ ciently pronounced that he is able to secure the

client�s business even though the new auditor o¤ers the �better�service.

To further assess the implications of Proposition 1, note that conclusions (i) and (ii) of

the proposition provide the following corollary.

Corollary 1. Suppose the incumbent auditor (I) and the new auditor (N) incur the same

expected losses from under-auditing (so LI = LN � L) in the setting where the client cannot

observe either her type or the level of auditing service that she receives. Then the client will

always secure an audit from I, who earns expected pro�t �D +�S. If L < c [A�2 � A�1], the

equilibrium fee that the client pays will be DN + cA�1 + �2L + �
S, and A�1 will always be

provided. If L � c [A�2 �A�1], the equilibrium fee will be DN + c[�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2] + �

S and the

e¢ cient audit service (A�i when t = ti for i = 1; 2) will always be delivered.

Corollary 1 reports that when the two potential auditors face the same losses from under-

auditing, the incumbent auditor will be able to secure the client�s patronage because of

his discovery and set-up cost advantages. The pro�t that the incumbent auditor earns is

precisely the sum of these two advantages. The incumbent auditor will deliver the e¢ cient

level of auditing service if his expected loss from under-auditing is su¢ ciently large relative

to the cost savings from under-auditing. Otherwise, the incumbent auditor will under-audit
16



when t = t2. The fee the incumbent charges varies with the auditing service he expects to

deliver. When the cost saving from under-auditing is large enough to induce under-auditing,

competition will reduce the equilibrium auditing fee by the net expected savings from under-

auditing (�2 [c (A
�
2 � A�1)� L]).

As noted above, di¤erent outcomes can arise when the two potential auditors face di¤erent

expected losses from under-auditing. For example, as conclusion (v) in Proposition 1 reports,

the client will hire the new auditor when he has more to lose from under-auditing than the

incumbent auditor if the incumbent�s discovery and set-up cost advantages are limited and

if the client�s loss from under-auditing is pronounced. This is the same conclusion reported

earlier in Lemma 3. In fact, Lemma 3 and Proposition 1 provide analogous conclusions, as

noted in Corollary 2.

Corollary 2. When the client cannot observe the level of auditing service that she receives,

equilibrium outcomes are the same whether the client ultimately observes her auditing need

(i.e., her type) or is unable to detect this need.

Corollary 2 reveals that the key complication introduced by the credence nature of audit-

ing is the client�s inability to observe the level of auditing service that she receives. Knowing

the type of audit that she needs is of no value to the client if she cannot observe the level

of auditing service that she ultimately receives. In particular, knowing that she needs a

complex audit does not help the client if she cannot observe whether the selected audi-

tor actually performs the complex audit. Thus, although competition among suppliers of

non-credence goods often can be relied upon to serve the best interests of consumers, the

same is not necessarily true of competition among suppliers of credence goods like auditing.

Therefore, policies to detect and penalize under-auditing can enhance client welfare by in-

creasing auditors�expected losses from under-auditing. For example, increased prosecution

of under-auditing would be associated with increases in LI and LN in our model. Conclusion

(i) in Proposition 1 reveals that increases in LI and LN can help to limit auditor rent while

ensuring the e¢ cient supply of auditing services.
17



6 Conclusions

We have explored a simple model of the audit procurement process in order to assess the

complications that can emerge when auditing is viewed as a credence good. We found that

the key complications stem from the client�s inability to determine the level of auditing service

that she receives. This inability can lead to under-auditing when the auditor�s cost saving

from reducing the extent of his audit is large relative to his losses (e.g., expected �nancial

penalties) from under-auditing. Furthermore, even intense competition among auditors may

be insu¢ cient to ensure the delivery of e¢ cient audit services and to limit auditor rent. This

�nding is consistent with empirical research that �nds auditors may under-audit when they

face fee pressure (Houston 1999).

Some have suggested that in employing auditing to secure highly pro�table consulting

business, auditors might compromise their independence and engage in under-auditing. This

possibility was a premise behind the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX), which prohibits au-

ditors from performing consulting services for their audit clients.18 Our analysis suggests an

alternative rationale for under-auditing, namely that under-auditing is a natural consequence

of the credence nature of auditing. Thus, regulatory action that mitigates the key credence

attribute of auditing (e.g., the disclosure of realized audit quality in PCAOB inspection re-

ports) may limit under-auditing more e¤ectively than restrictions on the joint provision of

auditing and consulting services.19

Our model was intentionally streamlined in order to illustrate most clearly the key forces

at play. However, the key conclusions derived in our simple model persist more generally.

To illustrate, our main qualitative �ndings continue to arise when more than two auditors

compete to serve the client. In this case, the client continues to select the most e¢ cient

auditor (after adjusting for relevant di¤erences in expected losses from under-auditing). The

pro�t earned by the most e¢ cient auditor in this case re�ects his cost advantage relative to

18To our knowledge, empirical studies have not established a �rm link between consulting and under-auditing.
19Of course, regulation can be a double-edged sword. Too much regulation can induce over-auditing (e.g.,
Levine 2009), as the recent controversy surrounding section 404 of SOX indicates.
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the second-most e¢ cient auditor.20

Our main �ndings also persist in settings where the auditor�s expected loss from under-

auditing increases with the fee that he charges. This might be the case, for instance, if

audit failures were to occur for particularly large clients with the highest fees (e.g., Enron,

Worldcom). In those cases, the unfavorable publicity and the possible losses from litigation

could be signi�cantly larger than for smaller, less visible clients.

We have presumed that the selected auditor always delivers at least A�1 to the client,

even if it ultimately proves unpro�table to do so. In practice, an auditor might be tempted

to decline to perform an audit (even an under-audit) if the realized cost of performing the

audit exceeds the maximum fee that the auditor quoted initially. It can be shown that the

same qualitative conclusions drawn above persist in a setting where the selected auditor

can terminate his association with the client with little or no associated penalty. The key

di¤erence that arises in this setting is that the client often pays a higher fee in equilibrium to

ensure that she receives an audit.21 Consequently, the ability to terminate the arrangement

compounds the ability of the selected auditor to secure increased pro�t from an engagement.

Our analysis has departed from traditional audit research, which typically assumes that

prospective clients can determine their own demand for assurance with certainty. For exam-

ple, Simunic (1980) assumes that clients determine how much auditing they need based on

their trade-o¤ of internal and external monitoring. Such assumptions may understate the

role of an auditor as an expert in the marketplace.22 In practice, the auditor typically de-

termines how much e¤ort is needed to conduct an audit in the process of assessing a client�s

risk. The appropriate conduct of the audit (in terms of testing) is a function of the mini-

20The client will also continue to select the most e¢ cient auditor when the auditors face di¤erent incremental
unit costs (c) of supplying the auditing service. In this case, the selected auditor�s rent will re�ect in part
his incremental cost advantage in delivering the auditing service.

21In practice, this higher fee might take the form of a fee that is renegotiated upward after the selected
auditor claims to have discovered that the actual cost of performing the required audit exceeds his initial
estimate of cost.

22As we have demonstrated, a client�s knowledge of her auditing need does not, by itself, remove the threat
of under-auditing if the audit is a credence good.
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mal standards for auditing (GAAS) and the target level of assurance for the speci�c client,

attributes that are best determined by the auditor conducting an engagement. As noted by

Kanodia and Mukherji (1994, p. 595), �Audits are not standardized products . . . the e¢ cient

design of an audit consistent with GAAS requires detailed client-speci�c information, much

of which is discovered by an auditor in the process of conducting the initial audit for the

speci�c client.�Thus, only the auditor performing the audit can know the extent of auditing

that is needed for an engagement.

Traditional audit research also often assumes that audit quality is observable, and so

under-auditing results in a loss of reputation. Consequently, if the associated penalty is

su¢ ciently large, the auditor will never under-audit (Simunic 1980). Our analysis shows

that a probabilistic ex post penalty in the event of under-auditing may be insu¢ cient to

constrain the auditor in a credence setting. Further, experimental evidence suggests that

the desire to maintain a favorable reputation may not provide adequate incentive for an

auditor to maintain his objectivity (Mayhew 2001, Mayhew, Schatzberg and Sevcik 2001).

Our model also re�ects two additional ways in which audits di¤er from many other

credence goods: (1) audits are mandatory; and (2) a client cannot engage more than one

auditor at a time. Because audits are mandatory, a client cannot discipline auditors simply

by declining to secure an audit. Consequently, the selected auditor exercises full control over

the extent of auditing in our model. Also, when a client cannot engage multiple auditors

simultaneously, the client cannot gather multiple assessments of the extent of audit e¤ort

needed for an engagement and use these assessments to negotiate with potential auditors.23

Further, substantial economies of scope between assessing risk and conducting an audit make

the separation of these two functions prohibitively costly. Thus, the client cannot have the

�diagnosis�and �treatment�conducted by two di¤erent entities, as is possible in some other

23A client�s inability to engage multiple auditors simultaneously does not preclude �opinion shopping,�
whereby a client presents a set of facts to a non-incumbent auditor in order to determine how that auditor
would account for a speci�c transaction. Our model abstracts from the auditor-client negotiation process
that occurs at the end of the audit regarding possible adjustments to the �nancial statements.
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settings (e.g., Pitchik and Schotter 1993, Wolinksy 1993).24

Several important extensions of our model await future research. For example, it would

be useful to consider both a broader spectrum of possible client auditing needs (e.g., a con-

tinuous distribution for t) and increased variation in the degree of under-auditing. Repeated

interaction between the parties also warrants consideration, in part to allow for reputation

formation, and thus endogenous losses from under-auditing. The impact of ex ante asym-

metric information also should be explored. In practice, an incumbent auditor may have

better knowledge of the client�s needs than a new auditor, and a client may not be fully

informed about the cost and penalty structures that the potential auditors face. Future re-

search also should consider both the possibility that potential auditors might di¤er in their

ability to discern the client�s needs and the possibility that an auditor might undertake an

audit without �rst learning the client�s true needs.

24In settings where diagnosis is not very costly and is readily separated from treatment, supplier specialization
in certain procedures (e.g., minor audits) may help to mitigate the complications that arise in the supply
of credence goods (e.g., Wolinsky 1993).
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Appendix

Proof of Lemma 3.

(i). If the auditors can credibly promise to deliver A�i when t = ti for i = 1; 2, then

competition will ensure that this audit supply is delivered, for the reasons explained in the

proof of Lemma 1. Competition will also ensure that the terms of the equilibrium contract

generate exactly zero expected pro�t for the less-e¢ cient auditor (the new auditor).

It remains to demonstrate that when minfLI ; LNg � c [A�2 � A�1], the selected auditor

will deliver A�i when t = ti for i = 1; 2. First suppose the client�s type is revealed to be t1.

Because F1 � cA�1 > F1 � cA�2, the selected auditor�s pro�t is higher when he delivers A�1
than when he delivers A�2. Now suppose t = t2. In this case, F2 � cA�2 � F2 � cA�1 � Lj for

j = I;N , and so the selected auditor�s expected pro�t is higher when he delivers A�2 than

when he delivers A�1. The incumbent auditor can secure the client�s patronage with expected

fee DN + c[�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2] + �

S, and thereby earn expected pro�t �D +�S.

(ii) - (iii). When maxfLI ; LNg < c [A�2 � A�1], the selected auditor will deliver A�1 rather

than A�2 when the client�s type is revealed to be t2 because F2 � cA�2 < F2 � cA�1 � Lj for

j = I;N . In this case, competition will reduce the fee to the level of the highest expected full

cost of delivering A�1, after adjusting for relevant di¤erences in switching costs. In particular,

if DI + cA�1 + �2L
I � DN + cA�1 + �2L

N + �S, then the incumbent auditor will pro�tably

secure the client�s patronage with fee DN + cA�1 + �2L
N + �S and earn expected pro�t

�D +�S � �2
�
LI � LN

�
. In contrast, if DI + cA�1 + �2L

I > DN + cA�1 + �2L
N +�S, then

the new auditor will secure the client�s patronage with the fee DI + cA�1 + �2L
I � �S � "

and earn expected pro�t �2
�
LI � LN

�
��D ��S � ".

(iv). Under the maintained assumptions in this case, the incumbent auditor (I) will

deliver A�2 when the client�s type is revealed to be t2. In contrast, the new auditor (N)

will deliver A�1. Therefore, I can secure the client�s patronage by charging an expected fee

of DN + cA�1 + �2L
N + �S + �2L

C , which is the sum of N�s full expected cost, N�s set-

up/switching cost disadvantage, and the client�s expected loss from the under-auditing that
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N will provide. This expected fee will be pro�table for I if:

DN + cA�1 + �2L
N +�S + �2L

C � DI + c [�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2]

, �D +�S + �2
�
LC + LN

�
� c [(�1 � 1)A�1 + �2A�2] = c �2[A

�
2 � A�1]. (3)

The inequality in (3) always holds because LC > c[A�2�A�1] by assumption and because �D,

�S, and LN are all non-negative. I�s expected pro�t is �D + �S + �2[L
C � (c [A�2 � A�1] �

LN)] > �D +�S. The last inequality holds because LC > c [A�2 � A�1].

(v) - (vi). Under the maintained assumptions in these cases, N will deliver A�2 when the

client�s type is revealed to be t2. In contrast, I will deliver A�1. Therefore, N can secure

the client�s patronage by charging an expected fee of DI + cA�1 + �2L
I + �2L

C � �S � ",

which is approximately I�s full expected cost less I�s set-up/switching cost advantage plus

the client�s expected loss from the under-auditing that I will provide. This expected fee will

be pro�table for N if:

DI + cA�1 + �2L
I + �2L

C ��S � � > DN + c [�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2]

, �2
�
LC + LI

�
��D ��S � � > c [(�1 � 1)A�1 + �2A�2] = c �2[A

�
2 � A�1]. (4)

In contrast, if the inequality in (4) does not hold, I can pro�tably secure the client�s patronage

with an expected fee of DN + c [�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2]+�

S��2LC and thereby earn expected pro�t

�D +�S + �2[c (A
�
2 � A�1)� LC � LI ]. �

Proof of Proposition 1.

As explained in section 3, the selected auditor will always charge the higher of the two

fees that he quoted, F j = maxfF j1 ; F
j
2g.

Case 1. minfLI ; LNg � c [A�2�A�1]. From Lemma 3, neither auditor will ever under-audit in

this case. Therefore, the client�s expected pro�t from hiring auditor j will be �C �Sj �F j.

Consequently, the client will select the auditor that quotes the smaller fee, after correcting

for relevant di¤erences in switching costs. Competition will reduce the equilibrium fee to the

sum of N�s expected cost and I�s switching cost advantage, DN + c [�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2] + �

S.
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Case 2. maxfLI ; LNg < c [A�2 � A�1]. From Observation 3, both auditors will under-audit

when t = t2 in this case. Therefore, competition will reduce the fee to the level of the highest

expected full cost of delivering A�1, after adjusting for relevant di¤erences in set-up/switching

costs. In particular, if:

DI + cA�1 + �2L
I � DN + cA�1 + �2L

N +�S , �2
�
LI � LN

�
� �D +�S,

then I will pro�tably secure the client�s patronage with the fee DN + cA�1 + �2L
N +�S. In

contrast, if:

DI + cA�1 + �2L
I > DN + cA�1 + �2L

N +�S , �2
�
LI � LN

�
> �D +�S,

then the new auditor will pro�tably secure the client�s patronage with the fee DI + cA�1 +

�2L
I ��S � ".

Case 3. LI � c [A�2�A�1] and LN < c [A�2�A�1]. From Observation 3, only N will under-audit

when t = t2 in this case. The client�s expected pro�t from hiring I for fee F I is:

�CI = �C � SI � F I . (5)

The client�s expected pro�t from hiring N for fee FN is:

�CN = �C � SN � FN � �2LC . (6)

(5) and (6) imply that the client will choose the incumbent auditor if and only if:

F I < FN + �2L
C +�S. (7)

To ensure the quoted fees are pro�table, they must satisfy:

F I � DI + c [�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2]; and (8)

FN � DN + cA�1 + �2L
N . (9)

(7) and (9) imply that the incumbent auditor can ensure the client�s patronage by quoting

fee F I = DN + cA�1 + �2L
N + �2L

C +�S. From (8), this fee is pro�table for I if:

DN + cA�1 + �2L
N + �2L

C +�S � DI + c [�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2]

, c �2[A
�
2 � A�1] � �2

�
LC + LN

�
+�D +�S. (10)

The inequality in (10) always holds because LC > c [A�2 �A�1] and because LN , �D, and �S

are all non-negative.
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(7) and (8) imply that N can ensure the client�s patronage by quoting fee FN = DI +

c [�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2]� �2LC ��S � ". From (9), this fee is pro�table for N if:

DI + c [�1A
�
1 + �2A

�
2]� �2LC ��S > DN + cA�1 + �2L

N

, c �2[A
�
2 � A�1] > �2

�
LC + LN

�
+�D +�S. (11)

The inequality in (11) cannot hold because LC > c [A�2 � A�1] and because LN , �D, and �S

are all non-negative.

Case 4. LI < c [A�2 � A�1] and LN � c [A�2 � A�1]. From Observation 3, only the incumbent

auditor will under-audit when t = t2 in this case. The analysis in this case parallels the

analysis in Case 3. �

Proof of Corollary 2.

The fees identi�ed in Proposition 1 are precisely the expected fees identi�ed in Lemma

3. The statements of Proposition 1 and Lemma 3 are otherwise identical. �
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